
Exercises for Module 5: Metric Spaces III

1. Let (X, dX) and (Y, dY ) be metric spaces and let f : X ! Y . Prove that

f is Lipschitz continuous ) f is uniformly continuous ) f is continuous.

Provide examples to show that the other directions do not hold.
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2. Show that the function f(x) = 1
2

�
x+

5
x

�
has a unique fixed point on (0,1). What is it? (Hint: you will

have to restrict the interval.)
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3. Prove the following: If two metrics are strongly equivalent then they are equivalent.

4. Let (X, d) be a metric space and {Ai}i2I be a collection of subsets of X. Show that

[

i2I

Ai ✓
[

i2I

Ai.

Show that if the collection is finite, the two sets are equal.
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Firstwe show NeAi=Ai. Letit. Ai. Then EitI s.t.

NetfEzo Ba(X)1At Y.
=>f20Ba(x1((Ai) =0
=>x +(Ai)

Next, suppose thecollection is finite. We showAir

FirstwasanEAislandedaMeAre



5. Let (X, d) be a metric space and {Ai}i2I be a collection of subsets of X. Prove that

\

i2I

Ai ✓
\

i2I

Ai.

Find a counterexample that shows that equality is not necessarily the case.

6. Let (X, d) be a metric space and A ✓ X be dense. Show that if A ✓ B ✓ X, then B is dense as well.
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Since AiLA: AiEAi
Since itis closed, AiIF: Fclosed and,1A:F3Ai.

Counterexample where ** EIA:
LetA, =(0,1), Aa= (1,2], d =Euclidean metric on1.

Then A, =[0.1, Ea = [1,2], so Ai =Ei.
But(EnAi) =T =0.

Let AIX be dense. ThenE =X. We want

toshow that ACB=X=> B =X.

Clearly B2X, so we show X=B.
Let A.B. Then Al B =5.

Since B is a closed set thatcontains A,

A cB by Remark 3.16.
Thus A =X =B, so B =X and

B is dense.


